Inter-generational Forum on Peace, Climate Action and Nuclear Disarmament

Friday January 20. 11am - 12:30pm
K-Haus, Kasernenstrasse 8, 4058 Basel, Switzerland

A side-event of the Basel Peace Forum

Co-chairs
* Vanda Proskova (Czech Republic)
  Deputy-Chair, PragueVision Institute for Sustainable Security
* Ilya Kursenko (Russia/France)
  Member, Youth Fusion. Oxford-Russia Foundation Fellow on Sustainable Peace Systems.

Speakers
* Fabian Hamilton MP (United Kingdom)
  UK Shadow Minister for Peace and Disarmament
* Marie-Claire Graf (Switzerland)
  UN Youth Climate Champion
* Mayor Philippe Rio (France) - online
  Mayor of Grigny. President, Mayors for Peace - France
* Tsubasa Shinohara (Japan/Switzerland)
  Founder, Youth Forum of the Association of Swiss Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms
* Margaret Kiener Nellen (Switzerland)
  Former Chair of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly Committee on Democracy and Human Rights
* Lukas Ott (Switzerland)
  President’s Office, Basel-Stadt Kanton
* Prof Lukas Kundert (Switzerland)
  President, Evangelical Reformed Church of Basel-Stadt
* Prof Andi Nidecker MD (Switzerland)
  President, Basel Peace Office
* Tina Kurath (Switzerland)
  Climate Security Consultant and UNODA-OSCE scholar

Peace, climate action and nuclear disarmament

Armed conflict, nuclear weapons policies and climate change pose existential threats to current and future generations. What policies at city and federal level can address these issues?

This event brings together policy makers and religious/civil society leaders with youth in an intergenerational format to share experience, innovation and inspiration for a sustainable future.

Click here to register

Event webpage